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DISCLAIMER 
 
Important Note on Shopify Changes: 
Shopify updates their shopping platform frequently and if you see a different screen, the 
information I give you, still applies. I do my best to stay current with the changes and will release 
new editions regularly. I will be publishing ongoing Shopify updates on my website and in 
UPDATED books. 
If you discover any outdated information in this book, know that an update is on its way! 
 

If you want updates, please sign up for me newsletter which will also 
have a lot more information about Shopify, marketing, and what's new in 
ecommerce and digital social media, including cool tools. 

 
https://veronicajeans.com 

 
Links in this book: 
The hyperlinks in this book may not open on all devices. If you find this to be true, simply right-
click the hyperlinked text, copy the URL, and paste directly into your browser. 
I have added shorter links if you cannot copy and paste for you to get to the information easily. 
 
This book is written by Veronica Jeans and has no association with Shopify.  
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REVIEWS 
 
M.A. Monroe 
“As a sales tax expert, especially in light of recent law changes, more and more of my clients are 
online retailers with Shopify sites/stores. I get so many questions about how to setup and use 
the system - and I don’t know the answers. Veronica does! This guide is clear, concise, and useful 
from page 1. It’s clear Veronica isn’t just giving readers some theory — this guide is the result 
of years of practice, and the “10,000-hour” experience that comes with being in the trenches. 
Highly recommend for any Shopify user - from beginner to veteran. Even if you think you know 
Shopify, there’s something in here you didn’t know, and this guide will help you get so much 
more from your store.” 
 
Claudia Sheridan 
“I'm tech-savvy and learning new things comes pretty easy to me, but if I'm being honest, I'm at 
the point in my life where I really don't want to have to think about learning everything from 
scratch. This book was just what I needed to get my store up and running without having to 
think so much. Thank you Veronica for doing the thinking for me! Highly recommend if you're 
looking for step by step guide on how to get your store up and running quickly!” 
 
Al Jennings 
“Wow! I don't know of any other book that has this many screenshots to walk you step-by-step 
through setting up your Shopify store. This is truly a blueprint that will show you how to get your 
store up and running quickly. Veronica is known as the queen of Shopify. When you read this 
book, you will understand why. If you are serious about setting up your Shopify store, do yourself 
a favor and get this book today.” 
 
Gerian624 
“This book is amazing!! I’ve had a Shopify shop for over a year and there were still awesome 
bits of information that will transform our store. 
 
If you are planning on openings Shopify store (or know someone who is)....GRAB THIS BOOK! 
Step by step, with screen grabs of pertinent steps and all the background info necessary to 
succeed” 
 
Kelli 
“If you’re considering opening a store on Shopify, read this book first! Everything you need to 
get your store up and running is here. Veronica shares a wealth of information, simplifying the 
Shopify experience. While I’ve had an online store for 15 years, 7 with Shopify, I learned many 
new things from Veronica’s—Shopify Made Easy. So, it’s not only for the beginner. Highly 
recommend!” 
 
Tiffany Shannon 
“This book is an excellent read for anyone who has any questions or concerns about launching 
their store in Shopify. The detail and conciseness of the images along with the thorough 
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explanations which are embedded throughout the book is priceless. Veronica is very authentic 
and giving touching the lives of others she wants to succeed. Her hard work and compassion 
shows throughout the book. Each chapter is aligned with a wealth of information that keeps 
you informed. Veronica is the absolute best in the business!” 
 
Ron Sell 
“Shopify is an incredible storefront. It has powerful features. However for the less than tech 
savvy, utilizing those powerful features is sometimes tough to navigate. 
 
This book will help you maximize your ability to take advantage of all that Shopify has to offer. 
 
This book helped me a ton. Saved me a lot of hair pulling. And now my store is set to thrive.” 
 
Lauren G 
“This book is so well written and really is a step by step guide on how to create the perfect 
Shopify store! 
 
Each section is so detailed that it’s like having the author with you to guide you through the 
process. I am confident that anyone who reads this book will have a firm understanding on what 
it takes to set up your store and be successful. 
 
I look forward to more books from her in the future.” 
 
Katherine 
“I've looked at a lot of platforms to sell stuff online and Shopify appears to be the most 
accessible to get started. This book it a fantastic help in getting up and running with Shopify. 
Great tips, highly recommend.” 
 
Hilton 
“I have browsed through the book once and have been amazed at the number of pages included. 
The book covers from setting up the platform and considering legal issues to marketing and 
branding. 
 
There are heaps of "How To's" written out in a step-by-step format with an abundance of 
screenshots to follow along easily. And as if that was not enough, this book has plenty of 
reference links saving you time trying to find relevant additional content. 
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WHY I WROTE THIS BOOK? 
 
In any business, if your process is broken, your business might fail. When you want to scale your 
business, it might be a harrowing experience if your process does not function correctly. So, this 
book is to make sure you set up your business the right way  
 
I have clients that keep asking me the same questions all the time when they started their online 
stores. 
 
I did a lot of research and realized there were no books with comprehensive instructions to set 
up a Shopify store. 
 
I decided to create 30 short videos for each section of a Shopify store, which was a great hit with 
my clients. I realized that a lot of people still like to learn from a book. So, here is the “Launch 
your Shopify” book, aptly called ‘Shopify Made Easy’. 
 
I am going to show you how to set up your store the right way, and so even if you have a little 
bit of technical know-how, you can run your store efficiently and successfully.  
 
My advice in this book is from my own and my clients’ experiences with an online business. 
 
Throughout this book, you will find resources for more in-depth knowledge, tools, or just general 
information. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
This book will not show you how to find products. I assume at this stage of creating your business, 
you have products. This book is about getting your Shopify store up and running! 
I wrote this book for you if... 
 

• You do not have an online store? This book is for you. 
• Are you unsatisfied with your current online store? This book for you. 
• Are you already on Shopify and need a refresher of existing and new tools on Shopify? 

This book is for you. 
 
This book is not a 'make a million $$$$' in a day or even a month. This book will show you step 
by step how to set up your store for success. 
 

WHY SHOPIFY 
 

Shopify is the leading ecommerce solution with more than 800,000 online stores, offices 
around the globe, $63 billion worth of sales and over 3,000 employees. 

 
Shopify is a web application that gives you the opportunity to build and own your own online 
store. It is the best because it gives you more opportunities to sell your product online in 
more marketplaces direct from your store. 
 
The first thing about Shopify is the ease of use. Even if you are not tech-savvy, you can set up 
your Shopify store.  
 
Shopify is your website, store and blog. And if you register your domain with Shopify, you have 
your business emails as well. 
 
Shopify connects you to several different marketplaces like Facebook, Instagram, Amazon, E-
bay, Walmart, Pinterest and Raku.  
 
Shopify gives you the ability to directly integrate with other vendors to source dropship or POD 
(print-on-demand) products from China, Europe and the USA. 
 
Payment options in Shopify is a built-in payment system, which makes it easy to set up your 
payment merchant account without fuss. It literally means, adding your information to Shopify 
admin and starting to receive payments. Also, you can accept multiple currencies in Shopify. 
 
Order processing and shipping is handled within your Shopify admin and you can create your 
shipping labels, invoices, tracking, etc. without any problems. 
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TECHNOLOGY 
 
What technology do you need before you start? 
 
When you start, you might need a laptop or computer if you want to  
Bulk upload your products and make sure the images look great. 
 
Generally, it is faster with all the information you need to add. 
 
Make sure you have a decent laptop (at least 16GB memory).  Even on an old system or 
computer, you can function well, but it will be slower with creating your images and videos and 
bulk uploading. 
 
You can run your store from a mobile, or probably from an iPad/ or similar with the Shopify App.  
 
You have to make sure to be able to connect to your printer to print your shipping labels and 
invoices. 
 
But, doing business from your iPhone or (or android tablet) is up to you. I work on the laptop 
version. It is easier to be able to add my products and information on my laptop or desktop much 
more comfortable than messing around with adding it slowly on my mobile or iPad. 
 

TOOLS 
 
I will be referring to Apps, software, designers, etc. that I have used or that give excellent service. 
I have created a whole page for you on my website.  
 
Visit the link below for all the tools I have curated for you on my website. 
https://veronicajeans.com/pages/jumpstart-method-tools 
 

REFERENCES 
 
The references in this book will look like the quotes below: 
Shopify says: 
“I refer a lot to Shopify which is the shopping platform you are going to use.” 
 
Moz says:  
“It was called SEOmoz, and started as a blog and an online community where some of the world's 
first SEO experts shared their research and ideas in 2004. 
They are one of the foremost SEO experts in the industry.” 
 
 
 
 
 

https://veronicajeans.com/pages/jumpstart-method-tools
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INFORMATION IN EACH CHAPTER 
 
Legend/Index 
Most importantly, I have added a legend/index for each chapter for easy access to the 
information you need in each chapter. 
Finding Your Way In Shopify Admin 
In each chapter, I have shown you how to find each section and where to find it. Below is an 
example and an explanation for each indicator: 
 
How to navigate Shopify Admin 
**Where to find this in Shopify? Online Store > Domains 
 
Explanation of the description above: 
 
‘Where to find this in Shopify?’ 
 
When you are in Shopify Admin, you will find all your different main sections on the left-hand 
side of the browser window.  
 

 
 
Example:  
Online Store 
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Once you select ‘Online Store’, you will see more sections. ‘Domains’ is the one we will be 
discussing. 
 
Example:  
Domains 

 
 
Once you select 'Domains' for example, the domain section opens 
 

 
 
And that i s how you navigate in your Shopify dashboard or as I call it 'Admin'. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Create your Shopify Store 
 
Shopify is a shopping platform which includes your website, your store and your 
blog. 

What to expect in this chapter: 
What is the difference between a shopping platform and shopping cart? 
Why use Shopify? 
The right way to set up Shopify 
Create Your Domain Name & Store Name 
Commonly Used Words 
What is a domain name? 
What is a hosting company? 
Top-level domain name 
Using myshopify.com 
Deciding the Name of your Store & Business? 
Register your unique store and domain name - 7 steps. 
Resources 
Glossary 

 
Why do you need a shopping cart? Do you need a website as well? 
These are some of the questions I get often.  
 
No, you don't need a website if you have a shopping platform like Shopify. Shopify is your 
shopping cart and website and even a blog! 
 
What is the difference between a shopping platform and shopping cart? 
 
Shopping cart software is a piece of e-commerce software on a web server that allows visitors 
to an Internet site to select items for eventual purchase. 
 
Wikipedia says: 
“The software allows online shopping customers to accumulate a list of items for purchase. At 
the point of sale, the software typically calculates a total for the order, including freight 
transport, postage as well as packaging and labeling. The software computes associated taxes 
as applicable.” 
 
Shopify says: 
“A shopping platform, or more accurately, an e-commerce platform is a piece of online 
subscription software that allows you to build an online business.  It gives you all the tools to 
create and manage your site, including products and day-to-day operations. 
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Shopify is a subscription to a software service that offers you to create a website and use their 
shopping cart solution to sell, ship, and manage your products. Using their service, you can get 
access to easy to use admin panel where you can add products, process orders, and enter store 
data. 
 
Shopify is a complete commerce platform that lets you start, grow, and manage a business. 
Create and customize an online store. Sell in multiple places, including web, mobile, social 
media, online marketplaces, brick-and-mortar locations, and pop-up shops. Manage products, 
inventory, payments, and shipping.” 
 
WHY USE SHOPIFY? 
The main elements that make Shopify an excellent platform: 
 

• You can set up Shopify by yourself without expensive website designers or developers. 
They have fantastic free & paid themes. 

• Shopify is a complete solution compared to other shopping platforms and integrates 
with several marketplaces. 

• Shopify is the most secure and hack-proof platform on the market. My favorite aspect 
is the knowledgeable customer support service. 

• As a retail store, you can integrate with Shopify POS, and your whole system is on the 
same platform without costly apps. 

• Shopify comes equipped with integrated payments - no fussing with merchant 
accounts. 

• Shopify now has a Marketing section for Google and Facebook Ads. More about this in 
my next book - ‘Optimizing Shopify’. 

 
THE RIGHT WAY TO SET UP YOUR SHOPIFY STORE 
I know you want to immediately upload your products and get back to all the other less 
important stuff in your store later. If you follow my methodology, you will have fewer 
headaches in the end.  
 

    
 
I will give you some tasks to do BEFORE you even get started on your Shopify store. These are 
essential steps not to be ignored.  
 
We will set up your Theme only in chapter 10: Volume 2 – Branding Your Shopify Store, because 
I like to set the foundation of your online business before we implement all the options in your 
theme, like collections, products, pages, etc. 
 
Practice patience, and you will have a fantastic Shopify store that functions appropriately, and 
the whole setup will go smoothly. 
 

#2+>2 5'2$ 2$- ?+/':/ ('>/2 ?-(%>- )%; 9-2 2% 2$- (;8 /2;((6
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BEFORE YOU LAUNCH YOUR SHOPIFY STORE 
Here are a few things you need to do before setting up your Shopify store.  
 
Answer the following questions: 

• Does your e-commerce business have a mission? 
• A mission statement is simply a short sentence or two that clearly defines what you do 

and why you do it. 
• What is the problem your product solves? 
• Why do you think people need your product? 
• What will potential customers think of your business and your product? 
• Who else is selling the same product? 
• What standards do you want customers to associate with your business? 

    
Write several answers to each of the questions. There are no right or wrong answers. 
 
Why are we talking about this, when the book is all about setting up your Shopify store? 
 
Once you have answered these questions, you will have a clearer picture of what your business 
is going to look like, and in fact, how you want to present your product. 
 
Everything laid out here will be the groundwork for a successful Shopify store and brand, 
exclusive to you. 
 
A workbook is available online to keep notes. Find this in my free Facebook Group - ‘Ecommerce 
Success’  
https://www.facebook.com/groups/innersuccessgroup/  
or on my website:  
https://veronicajeans.com/pages/shopify-tools 
 
CREATE YOUR DOMAIN NAME & STORE NAME 
 
Here is how you find a name for your store and make sure you own the name of your store. 
Then you can register your Shopify store. 
 
You have two options:  
1. Register your domain in Shopify or  
2. Register your domain name with another hosting company and then add your domain to 
Shopify. 
 
First, some quick explanations about commonly used words in this chapter. 
 
What is a domain name? 
“A domain is a URL, or the website address, where your customers go to find your store online.” 
~ from Shopify 
 

https://veronicajeans.com/pages/shopify-tools
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Simplistically, a domain name is an address that you type into a website browser address bar, 
to get to a website. 
For example, Google is https://google.com 
My domain name is: https://veronicajeans.com 
 
A domain name is unique to your website and cannot be shared between different websites. 
 
What is a hosting company? 
A hosting company is simply a company you can use to register your domain name. 
You register your domain name with one of the larger hosting companies like ‘GoDaddy.com’, 
‘Name.com’, ‘Bluehost.com’, or with Shopify.  
 
Registering your domain name with Shopify is the easiest, no-hassle option because you do not 
have to know how to change your DNS or other domain name registration information. 
 
Top-Level domain 
A top-level domain is the extension of your domain name, which is either .com, .net. .org. 
Country top-level domains consist of 2 letters for the country, which are for instance, .au for 
Australia. 
There are several others, and new ones are being registered. 
The most commonly searched for TLD is .com. TLDs help customers find your business easily 
online. 
 
DECIDING THE NAME OF YOUR STORE & BUSINESS 
 
The easy option for creating your Shopify store is to try and register your store name with 
Shopify. Shopify will automatically let you know if somebody else owns the domain, and in that 
case, you will have to think of another name.  
 

 
 
I recommend you do some research before you make a decision to name your store. 
 
REGISTER YOUR UNIQUE DOMAIN/STORE NAME 
 
Here are 7 Steps to finding your unique store name and register your Shopify store. 
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Step 1. Check your preferred domain’s availability.  
 
You can use ‘WhoIs.org’ to find out. Type in your chosen name and check if it is available. 
(https://whois.org/). 
As I have mentioned before, you can try this in Shopify as well. 
 

 
 
TIP: Use preferably a dot com (yourdomain.com) extension for your domain name which is 
called a top-level domain. 
 
Why?  If you register a dot net (yourdomain.net) or any other domain name extension, you 
might miss out on some potential customers, because people tend to search for dot com first 
before using another domain extension, like dot net. 
 
For example, I decided to try to register my Shopify store with the domain name 
‘Alphabetangels’. Unfortunately, it was not available with the dot com extension.  
 
TIP: Do NOT be tempted to retain the name you choose with another extension if your domain 
name is not available. 
Although if you are local to say, for instance, Australia, you might choose the .au extension. But 
.net or. whatever - if people remember your name and not your extension, the first expectation 
is to search for dot com. 
And here is the kicker, you do not know who will own the dot com extension in the future. It 
could affect your business adversely. 
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I decided to try Alphabetangelsco.com. It is available. Here are some questions to ask yourself 
when creating your name. 
 
How do my customers remember my name?  
Most store owners make a reasonably good living from eCommerce, but we will not hit the big 
time like Coke or Nike. Create a name that is either memorable or tells your customers what 
you are selling. 
 
Maybe you should think of what your store is selling and give it a more descriptive name. When 
you use a more descriptive name, the chances of popping up when people are searching, are 
higher than if you have a ‘cutesy’ name. 
 
Step 2. Do some research before you decide on a name. 
 
You want to make sure your competitor does not own the domain you really want because your 
customers will automatically assume you own the .com and voila, your competitor has new 
customers thanks to you. 
Double-check the domain is not closely related to (or horrors owned by) an inappropriate adult 
site. This scenario has serious unwanted complications!  
 
MOST IMPORTANT! 
If somebody else already owns the domain name you have already chosen, do some research. 
Research to see who owns the domain name and what they are selling.  
 
You might be able to buy the domain name for a fee. It might be worth it if it is exactly the 
name that you want. 
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Step 3. Choose several names!  
 
There is no wrong or right method in choosing a domain name except for the few tips below. 
 
Here are some tips for choosing a domain name: 
1. Choose dot com as much as possible (even if you are local) 
2. Keep it as short as possible 
3. Buy other TLD’s - Top-level domain - (domain extensions)  
4. Buy the single and plural domain names you choose for your business. 
5. Avoid Hyphen or double letters (it is confusing, and nobody remembers the hyphen) 
6. Make it easy to spell 
7. Use domain generators to find different variations for your name - here are some: 
https://www.shopify.com/tools 
https://instantdomainsearch.com/domain/generator/ 
8. Avoid using the myshopify.com as your domain name.  
9. Check the domain and/or business name for trademarks. You don’t want to get into any legal 
issues.  
 
There is a wealth of information online on how to choose and what to choose for your domain 
name. I encourage you to do as much research as possible.  
Please do not hesitate to connect and ask your questions. https://m.me/veronicajeansmentor 
 
Step 4. Register Your Shopify Store. 
 
Now that you have a store name, you can register your Shopify store. 
Start the registration process of your new store with this link:  
http://bit.ly/Global-Shopify (this is a referral link) 
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Step 5. Answer all the questions.  
 
You can always change the information once the store is set up. 
 
Step 6. Add your email, a password (do save your password in your notes). 
 
Add your new store name (your domain name) to the registration prompts. This name will 
become a permanent name for your store.  
 
TIP: You can always change the domain name later if you want to or attach more than one 
domain name to your store. 
Only your domain name (not your store name) is visible when you launch your store.  
 
Shopify will let you know if your domain is not available. 
 

 
 

Step 7. Wait for your store to be set up! 
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Step 8. Once your store is registered, you are ready to begin your Admin home page. 
 

 
 
In the next chapter, we will register your domain name so you can own it! Remember, until you 
register your domain name, anybody can own it. 
 
Step 9. Use your own registered domain name. 
 
When you’ve set up your domain in Shopify then you should stop using the ‘your-store-
name.myshopify.com’ domain on your store. This URL is created when you set up your Shopify 
store.  
 
The domain name, ‘your-store-name.myshopify.com’ belongs to Shopify. You do not own this 
domain name. 
 
Buy your own domain name for your business.  
 
You want YOUR brand name to stand out and not the Shopify name. 
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RESOURCES 
You can join our Facebook group to engage and learn more about Shopify and how to get more 
customers to your Shopify store. This is a free group. 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/innersuccessgroup/ - Search for Ecommerce Success 
Group on Facebook. 
 
Glossary: 
Theme – A theme for your Shopify store is the visual look and style of your store. Part of your 
theme is are your fonts, color, images, etc. 
 
Template – The template of your Shopify store is the layout of your home page, other pages, 
product pages and collection pages, including the navigation. 
 
What is Next? 
In the next chapter, we will cover registering your domain in Shopify or with a third-party host, 
and how to set up your email accounts. 
 
 

  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/innersuccessgroup/
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CHAPTER TWO 

Shopify, Domains & Emails 
 
You did all the research in Chapter 1 for your store and domain name, and now 
you can add your domain in Shopify. 

We will cover registering your domain in Shopify or with a third-party host, and 
how to set up your business email accounts. 

What to expect in this chapter: 
Register Your Domain in Shopify 
Create Your Email Alias or Forwarding Emails In Your Shopify Store 
- Where are your emails hosted? 
 - Can you use your personal email? 
- What is an email hosting company? 
Steps to Set Up Your Alias & Forwarding Emails in Shopify 
Register Your Domain Through A Third-Party Host With Shopify 
Create Your Email Alias or Forwarding Emails 

 

REGISTER YOUR DOMAIN NAME IN SHOPIFY 
 
**Where to find this in Shopify? Online Store > Domains 
 
Shopify will automatically let you know if somebody else owns the domain, and you will have 
to think of a different domain name.  
Please pay special attention to the dos and don’ts mentioned in Chapter 1 about domain 
names. 
 
You have bought your domain through Shopify. You are the proud owner of your domain name.  
 
TIP: A good idea is to register singular or plural of your domain name including a couple of 
variations.  
For Example:  
Singular - themissingpiecepuzzle.com 
Plural - themissingpiecepuzzles.com 
Variations - themissingpuzzle.com etc. 
Stay within the same name phrase otherwise, you will have infinite names.  
 
From my experience, please do not ignore this tip, because I can tell you some real sad 
experiences why you should register singular and plural of your domain name. 
 
So, you have registered your domain name in Shopify. 


